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Abstract

NOAAJESRL GLOBAL MONITORING DIVISION - EARLY mSTORY

W.D.Komhyr

EN-SCI Corporation, 200 S. 68 St., Boulder, CO 80303*

*Formerly of the NOAA Air Resources Laboratory, GMCC Division, Boulder, Colorado 80305

The mission of the NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory (ESRL)-Global Monitoring
Division (GMD), formed in 2005, is "to observe and understand through accurate long-term
records of atmospheric gases, aerosol particles, and solar radiation, the Earth's atmospheric
systems that control climate forcing, ozone depletion, and baseline air quality, for the purpose of
developing products that will advance global and regional environmental information and
services." Predecessors of ESRL-GMD were: the U.S. Department of Commerce Weather
Bureau, Special Projects Section (WB/SPS) 1956-1965; Environmental Science Services
Administration (ESSA), Air Resources Laboratory (ARL) 1965-1966; ESSA, Atmospheric
Physics and Chemistry Laboratory, 1966-1970; NOAA Air Resources Laboratory, Geophysical
Monitoring for Climatic Change (GMCC) Division, 1970-1990; and the NOAA Climate
Monitoring and Diagnostics Laboratory (CMDL) 1990-2005. The roots and legacy of ESRL
GMD date back to the 1957-1958 International Geophysical Year (IGY). The goal of the 1957
1958 IGY, overseen by the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU), was to encourage
scientists from around the world to take part in a series of coordinated observations of various
geophysical phenomena. During IGY 1957-1958, the U.S. Weather Bureau Special Products
Section began monitoring carbon dioxide and total ozone at Mauna Loa Observatory in Hawaii,

-t--- Ro_uth_~Qle,-Antarctica,-and-aLa-lletwork-oLllQbson-ozone_sp_ectrophoJometeLtotaLozone, _
measurement stations on the U.S. mainland. These observations continue to this day, and
comprise sets of data that have already played an important role in mitigating harmful effects of
pollutants such as the halocarbons and carbon dioxide. This report, prepared at the time of IGY
2007-2009, commemorates the global geophysical measurements made 50 years ago during IGY
1957-1958, and celebrates the 50th anniversary of the Mauna Loa and South Pole carbon dioxide
and total ozone records, as well as the U.S. mainland stations' total ozone data, that are
incorporated into the ESRL-GMD data archives. It, furthermore, describes the activities and
~vents of the Weather Bureau Special Projects Section and of the ESSA/NOAA Air Resources
Laboratory that culminated in formation in 1970 of the NOAA Air Resources Laboratory,
Geophysical Monitoring for Climatic Change (GMCC) Division.
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The mission of the NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory (ESRL)-Global Monitoring Division

(GMD), formed in 2005, is lito observe and understand through accurate long-term records of

atmospheric gases, aerosol particles, and solar radiation, the Earth's atmospheric systems that control

climate forcing, ozone depletion, and baseline air quality, for the purpose of developing products that

will advance global and regional environmental information and services." Predecessors of ESRL-GMD

were: the U.S. Department of Commerce Weather Bureau, Special Projects Section (WBjSPS) 1956

1965; Environmental Science Services Administration (ESSA), Air Resources Laboratory (ARL) 1965-1966;

ESSA Atmospheric Physics and Chemistry Laboratory, 1966-1970; NOAA Air Resources Laboratory,

Geophysical Monitoring for Climatic Change (GMCC) Division 1970-1990; and the NOAA Climate

Monitoring and Diagnostics Laboratory (CMDL) 1990-2005. The roots and legacy of ESRL-GMD date

back to the 1957-1958 International Geophysical Year (IGY). The goal of the 1957-1958 IGY, overseen by

the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU), was to encourage scientists from around the world

to take part in a series of coordinated observations of various geophysical phenomena. This brief, early

history of NOAAjESRL-GMD describes the activities and events that transpired beginning in 1957-1958

and led to formation in Boulder, Colorado, in 1970, of the NOAA Air Resources Laboratory, Geophysical

Monitoring for Climatic Change (GMCC) Division, with aspirations and goals of the present day

NOAAjESRL Global Monitoring Division.

The seed for the NOAAjESRL-Global Monitoring Division was sown in France in the early 1930's

o!------when-two-French-scientists;--Pabry-and-Suisson;-deveiop-e-d-th-e-firscsingie-=m-o-mfchrometer ozone

spectrometer. Their ground-based measurements revealed for the first time the basic characteristics of

the earth's ozone layer located above the atmosphere's tropopause. Soon came the realization that the

ozone layer shielded the earth's surface from harmful solar ultraviolet radiation, thereby making life on

earth possible; and that the ozone layer, furthermore, due to its propensity to warm through absorption

of solar radiation was in fact a precursor of the tropopause and, hence, played a pivotal role in the

earth's weather and climate.

In the mid 19305, G.M.B. Dobson of Oxford, England, following the work of Fabry and Buisson,

designed and built a double monochrometer UV Dobson ozone spectrophotometer having such superb

characteristics of long-term stability, sensitivity, precision, and accuracy that more than 100 of such

instruments are in use throughout the world to this day. Instructions were issued to users of Dobson

spectrophotometers for conduction of routine, monthly spectral and standard lamp tests to insure

integrity of the observations being made. Dobson, furthermore, described in detail the technique for
- -- -- --- --- - --- -- --- ---- --- - - - ---- -_... - ----- .. _--- ------ --

calibrating Dobson spectrophotometers on an absolute scale. The method involves analysis of total

ozone data obtained from observations on the rising or setting sun during 20-30 clear, pollution-free

one-half days when overhead ozone remains relatively constant.
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In 1956, I wa~ a graduate student working in spectroscopy at the University of Alberta, Canada,

where there happened to be a Dobson ozone spectrophotometer. Becoming familiar with the

instrument, I realized that it was likely not very well calibrated on an absolute scale because all initial

Dobson instrument calibrations were performed in the highly polluted atmosphere of Oxford, England

where the instruments were manufactured. The year 1956 was, also, the year before the 1957-1958

International Geophysical Year. This was, also, the year when I was looking for a job.

I decided to take a job offered by the Canadian Depattment of Transport which had established

a new Dobson spectrophotometer observatory at Moosonee, Ontario, Canada, situated on the shore of

James Bay which is an extension of Hudson Bay. This presented me with a unique opportunity to

calibrate my Dobson spectrophotometer No. 62 on an absolute calibration scale from ozone

observations made in pristine Canadian air, and to obtain a total ozone data set during the 1957-1958

IGY of base-line data quality (Figure 1). (These data are worthwhile incorporating into the NOAA GSRL

GMD data archive). Following the work at Moosonee, I continued my employment by the Canadian

Department of Transport near Toronto, Ontario, where I had an opportunity to train Archie Asbridge of

the Canadian Meteorological Service in the optical alignment, optical adjustment, calibration, operation,

and maintenance of Dobson ozone spectrophotometers. Within a couple ofyears, Asbridge re-vamped

the Canadian Dobson instrument network to become (and continues to be) among the finest of such

station networks in the world.

In 1961 I received an invitation from Dr. Lester Machta of the U.S. Weather Bureau's;spetial

Project's Section (SPS) in Washington, D.C., to head the Section's Dobson spectrophotometer ozone

observations program. At that time the U.S. Dobson instrument network consisted of six stations on the

U.S. mainland and two in Antarctica. All instruments were in need of improved absolute calibrations, as

well as a rigid operating protocol whereby the calibration stability of all instruments would be checked

at monthly intervals by means of spectral and standard lamp tests. Some of the network Dobson
in~strum-ents-h-a~-b-e-en pur~h-a-sed-Drth-e-We-ath-er-Burea~a!s-Sp~e-ciai-Proje-cts-Se~ctiun~forase-during-the

1957-1958 International Geophysical year. During 1957, also, Dr. Machta began supporting the work of

Dr. C.D. Keeling of the Scripps Institute of Oceanography in establishing clean-air CO2 observatories on

Mauna Loa and at South Pole, Antarctica. The support was in the form of a meteorological assistant,

Eugene Wilkens, and an observatory facility on Mauna Loa. (In 1959, Thomas B. Harris assumed the

duties of Eugene Wilkens at Scripps). Dr. Machta was an environmentally conscientious meteorologist

(and a superb boss to work for) among whose many tasks at the Weather Bureau in those years was

involvement in meteorological network operations that tracked radio-active fall-out that vented from

underground nuclear test explosions conducted in Nevada.

I accepted the 1961 job offer from the U.S. Weather Bureau Special Projects Section. Work

began with establishment of a Primary Standard Dobson Ozone Spectrophotometer No. 83 at Sterling,

Virginia located 30 miles west of Washington, D.C., for use in calibrating all other instruments in the U.S.

Dobson instrument network. This was followed by visitations to the various stations (with instrument
--- -- -- - --- ----- --- - ----------- ----- --- --------- ---

83) to assess the calibration status of the station instruments, to upgrade the instruments optically and

electronically, and to assign absolute calibrations to the instruments through comparison ozone

observations with Primary Standard Dobson Instrument No. 83. In 1964, Robert D. Grass, who had been
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the South Pole, Antarctica, ozone observer in 1963, joined the Weather Bureau to assist with the work.

In 1963, also, Thomas Harris was redeployed from Scripps to the Sterling, Virginia, laboratory where,

among a number of duties, he assisted me in the development and testing of the Electrochemical

Concentration (ECC) ozonesonde which is the instrument of choice by researchers throughout the world

for measurements of the vertical distribution of ozone.

In 1965, the U.s. Department of Commerce began partial re-organization, with creation within a

new U.S. Environmental Science Services Administration (ESSA) an Air Resources Laboratory (ARL) which

would continue the former duties of the WB Special Projects Section. At about the same time, a new

laboratory was being created in Boulder, Colorado, named the Atmospheric Physics and Chemistry

Laboratory (APCL) headed by Dr. Helmut Weickmann, formerly from the Air Force Cambridge Research

Laboratory in Bedford, Massachusetts. I was given the option of joining ESSA or moving the Dobson

Spectrophotometer program, with Robert Grass and Thomas Harris, to Boulder, Colorado. I elected to

move to Boulder, which I did in July of 1966.

By the time of the move to Boulder, much of the work of upgrading the (now APCL) total ozone

monitoring program was accomplished. Work was begun on applying corrections where needed to

earlier ozone data since the early 1960's (Figure 2). Robert Grass was ably running the routine ozone

program network operations and processing the station data. And I had time on my hands to ponder

the future of APCL research.

Dr. Weickmann's primary interests centered on advertent weather modification research

involving cloud seeding, hail suppression, lightning suppression, and the affects of aerosols on cloud

formation. My own concern for many years had been inadvertent weather and climate modification.

So in September of 1967 I wrote a short paper proposing the establishment by the ESSA Atmospheric

Physics and Chemistry laboratory of several remote clean-air observatories at strategic locations in the

J--~~-c-~-'VJ0r-!d-f0r-m0ni-tor-ing-r-adiati0na!!y-aGtive-atmcspher-iG-traGe-gase-sreve-r-i!1cr-easi!1g-man~made-pollutantSJ~~~~~-

and the afluents of episodic volcanic eruptions and dust storms that have a potential of changing

weather and climate and, thereby, adversely affecting the plant, animal and human life on earth. Dr.

Weickmann read the proposal, thought it was O.K., but expressed concern as to who might lead such a

project. Fortunately, a meeting was scheduled to be held the following month in Washington, D.C., by

the National Academy of Sciences AdVisory Committee to ESSA on the subject of weather modification.

Dr. Weickmann was scheduled to present a paper at the meeting. He agreed to schedule me on the

meeting roster for presentation of my paper entitled "Inadvertent Modification of the Atmosphere."

I presented my paper (Appendix A) before the National Academy of Sciences Advisory Panel

members on November 9, 1967. A lively discussion followed. All agreed that the baseline station

proposal as described would be a worthwhile scientific endeavor. Upon returning to Boulder, I received

several telephone calls from enthusiastic researchers about the proposed project, as well as some media

attention. But then nothing happened for months.

In late summer of 1968 I decided to take a year's sabbatical leave from APCL to advance my

knowledge in meteorology, fluid mechanics, computer science and quantum mechanics. Towards the
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end of the second semester in the spring of 1969 I received 81 surprising telephone call from my former

boss in Washington, D.C., Dr. Lester Machta of the Air Resources Laboratory, inviting me to rejoin his

Laboratory to help implement the clean air baseline station nl~twork that I had talked about at the 1967

National Academy of Science meeting. I accepted immediately. Implementing the program in late

1969, Dr. Machta established a branch of the Air ResourcE~s in Boulder, naming it the Geophysical

Monitoring for Climate Change (GMCC) Laboratory. Donald Pack, a colleague of his in Washington, D.C.

was named the new Laboratory's Administrative Director, and the title of Chief, Techniques and

Standards Group, was bestowed upon me.

Robert Grass continued routine operation of the now Air Resources Laboratory GMCC total

ozone measurements program in Boulder, while Thomas Harris assumed responsibility for the GMCC

C02 measurements program. South Pole Observatory in Antarctica and Mauna Loa Observatory in

Hawaii were soon selected as the first two GMCC Laboratory baseline observatories. A search began for

additional such observatories. Thomas Harris was deployed to several sites in the world with a flask air

sample collection kit and an Aitken nuclei counter for use in assessing the air cleanliness at the sites.

Analyses of the air samples for CO2 content were performed using a non-dispersive infrared ApPlied

Physics Company analyzer apparatus built for GMCC by Walter Bischof of the University of Stockho.lm,

Sweden. Ultimately, two new baseline stations were selected: Tutuila Island, American Samoa in the

South Pacific, and Point Barrow in Alaska.

Among the first new programs conducted in Boulder following formation of GMCC was the

revamping of Dobson ozone spectrophotometers of the global instrument network that had not yet

been calibrated relative to Primary Standard Dobson Instrument 83. Beginning in 1970, foreign Dobson

instruments were brought to Boulder, under auspices of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO),

for upgrading and calibrating with instrument 83, named later by the WMO as the Primary Dobson

Ozone Spectrophotometer for the World. Alternatively, periodic Dobson Instrument Intercomparisons

were sponsorea-OYtmfWI~.ilO-rrlforeign countries where re!gionai-Dobson spectropndtom-eters-we~re

brought together for calibrations with instrument 83. By the €larly 1980's most instruments of the global

Dobson instrument network had calibrations traceable to Primary Standard Dobson Instrument 83. The

value of the Dobson instrument calibrations program was underscored in 1984 when analyses of NASA

TOMS satellite total ozone data indicated a disturbingly high rate of atmospheric ozone depletion, a

matter of considerable consternation. Analyses of total ozone trends from the U.S. Dobson stations'

data and from re-evaluated data of a number of foreign cCiuntries where Dobson's instruments had

been calibrated relative to Standard 83 (Figure 3), however, indicated a much smaller ozone depletion

rate. After considerable investigation of the difference in results, it was reported in a Report of the

International Ozone Trends Panel 1988, Volume 1, that the conclusions drawn by the Trends Panel"...

are strongly based on the provisionally revised ground-based data, and these in turn are traceable to

the calibration record for instrument No. 83. The TOMS satElllite data have all been normalized to the

Dobson networks, and therefore to the calibration record of instrument No. 83."

As time passed, under guidance of Dr. Lester Machta, Director of the NOAA Air Resources

Laboratory, the Geophysical Monitoring for Climatic Change (GMCC) program that began in Boulder,

Colorado, in 1970 with a handful of scientists and two baselinl~ observatories, grew (Figure 4) by 1989 to
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four primary observatories, many secondary monitoring sites scattered over the globe, nearly 100 staff,

and a budget of $5 million per year. Dr. Machta retired in 1989. In early 1990, The NOAA Air Resources

Laboratory, GMCC Division became the NOAA Climate Monitoring and Diagnostics Laboratory.

Observing programs at GMCC and at the successor Climate Monitoring and Diagnostics

Laboratory and the current Earth System Research Laboratory are unique and of inestimable value in

their goal to monitor on a long-term basis atmospheric trace gases, man-made pollutants as well as

select natural geophysical parameters that affect human welfare and climate. Measured data obtained

at the baseline and associated observatories, together with relevant research, have already played a role

in mitigating harmful effects of pollutants such as fluorocarbons and CO2, and will continue to do so as

increasing human population concomitant with enhanced industrial pollution adversely affect climate,

plant, animal and human life on earth.
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Figure 1. Decadic ~eans ofTotal Ozone (D.U.) July 1957 to July 1960
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Figure 2. Plots of mean monthly total ozone deviations from monthly normals

.for North American stations. Linear frends are fitted to the data.
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Figoie 1. Deseasonalized total ozone anomaly data for 15' NOAAlCMDL.and 'cooperative stations foOOed by SUbtracting
1979-1996 monthly nonnaIs froin total ozone mOIithly means' for: the indiqated.periods' of record. Observations at Point
Barrow and PokerFlat were m'ade only duririgthe months .ofFebrumy to Octobl~rofeach'year. .
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the annual ozone trend at Fresno of-3.7%fd~adeapproximates the .. IIlllXJmum.doWnward .trends in'ozone of about -3.0 ± 1.0%fdecade '.
five-station average annual trendfor 1979-'1996 of-3.3%f~ecade~a .. occurring durini~. austral, summer months. On .an .annual basis,
difference is evident in the seasonal dependence ofth.e: trendS. At . ozone trends'at both. stations were about" 1.0%fdecad~; though not
Tallahassee, ozone trends· derived . from . the . episodic data·· statistically ',significiit1t· and .of opposite sign. . Positive, not
approximate those at Fresno-a result that may bein.partfortuitous; '. ·statistically significant trends'occurred also during-austral winter at
but may also reflect a real difference in the regional pattem of tlle' Perth and dur.iilg· aUstral· spring at Lauder. The large, positive,
trends. . . . .' '. : . . statistically:' significant wintertime' trend. of 5.0 ± 2.3%/decade

Annual downward trends in ozone during 1979-1996 at ·thl(· .deduced for.Laudeds; most 1ik:~ly, a reflection of the shortness (10
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viz., -0.4 ± 0.7 and -1.3 ± O.6%f4ecade, respectively, bejngnot .''(no~ ·sh,own) present futlie. Lauder region during July months of
. significant at Mauna Loa and barely. sigmficant at Samoa.at the . 1994-1996, and AugUst months of1994 and '1996.

95% confidence intervalleveI. Th~ annual trend denvecI from the ObserVa~ons'atthe 'high-Iatitude North American stations of
shorter 1979-1992 Huancayo. Observatory record was more Poker.FIatand·Poi;It~Bairow'werenot made during winter months,
negative (-1.9 ±0.4%fdecade). This resrilt is biased; however, by nor ai: ·.Point EiaIroW. during -1983-1986; However; sufficient .. · -_ ..'.
the pronounced ozone low that occurred at Huancayo during the
1992 austral winter (Figure 1). Excluding the end-of.:iecord 1992
data, the 1979·1991 annual ozone trend for Huancayo was
detennined to be ·0.9 ± O.4%fdecade. .

NOAA cooperative total ozone observatio~ began at Perth and .'.
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GMCC PROGRAMS AND STAFF, 1989*
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APPENDIX A

Inadvertent Modification ofthE! Atmosphere

Walter D. Komhyr

Paper presented at a Meeting of the National Academy of Sciences, NAE Committee Advisory to

ESSA, Panel on Weather Modification, Washington, c,c" November 9, 1967
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